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YoU & ME
Padgett Powell

Ecco, 208 pages

Padgett Powell is never 
going to be easy to love for 
many, especially the casual 
reader who doesn’t want 
to be pushed or cajoled or 
challenged or confounded 
by something way outside of 
ordinary . Like his previous 
work of outsider fiction, The 
Interrogative Mood, which is 
made up, all 164 pages of it, 

of a ceaseless stream of questions . When you start it, you find your-
self saying, what the hell? But you plunge in and discover a restless 
urgency to it, a need to ponder each question as if being interrogated 
by an unknown inquisitor . And then in a moment of intellectual 
weakness, you tell people it’s addictive, this book made up wholly 
of questions . And they nod when you offer it to them on loan, but 
accidentally-on-purpose leave it on the dining room table . 

And now there’s You & Me, this latest stealth attack on main-
stream fiction by Powell in a masterful style that doesn’t just push the 
envelope but nukes it . Here, for example, is the setup, pure Padgett 
Powell, before there’s even a page number attached: 

Somewhere between Bakersfield, California, and Jack-
sonville, Florida—we think spiritually nearer the former 
and geographically nearer the latter—two weirdly agreeable 
dudes are on a porch in a not upscale neighborhood, appar-
ently within walking distance of a liquor store, talking a lot . 
It’s all they have . Things disturb them . Some things do not .

It’s the “talking a lot” that signals what’s to come as these self-de-
scribed “negativos” wax poetic in a psychedelic tête-a-tête on what, 
from their place on the porch, is a cockeyed universe . What unfolds 
is a delicious Southern-fried send-up of Waiting for Godot, a relent-
less shooting-of-the-shit replete with philosophical debate, cultural 
observations, romantic musings, and miscellaneous ramblings that 
sometimes seem like nonsense but then make perfect sense .

There are no names or identification, only two interchangeable 
voices apparently produced by men pushing sixty (like Powell), hav-
ing a few snorts and whiling away what’s left of their questionable 
existence on a porch in a seedy neighborhood haunted by codgers 
and less-desirables, and from which they observe and consider par-
ticipation, but generally fail to act except for apparent forays to the 
nearby liquor store . Age is suggested by cultural references—some 
mundane (Jesse Owens, Lily Tomlin, Peter Jennings), some strange 

(Jayne Mansfield’s breasts and tragic demise, the underappreciated 
sexiness of Lucille Ball, the true identity of Howdy Doody) . There 
are hints of possible past lives of meaning—marriages, professions, 
brushes with reality, archaic symbols—but now, as one observes, “I 
have a vision of our sitting here, rather nattily somehow, in a clean 
place unbothered by biographical detritus and other riprap .”

These intellectual hicks acknowledge their dilemma as observers: 
“That is our cross to bear . Everyone knows shit but us .” Which is 
accompanied by an inability, sometimes willing, to fully compre-
hend what’s around them: “I am confused . And getting confuseder .” 
Which is not surprising considering the duo’s perceived place in the 
cosmos: “God wasted two whole spaces on us as human integers . 
We’re nils in terms of becoming all that we can become .”

Powell is absolutely masterful when it comes to understanding 
and imparting the glory and absurdity of our words . His language 
is spare—at times almost formal, other times colloquial—broken 
up only as chunks of conversation that flow in one direction and 
then reverse themselves, even circling back to touch on something 
previously left unresolved . Yet, even this austere form doesn’t deter 

the writer from unleashing his full powers to claim he doesn’t know 
anything true and right, while subtly delivering cosmic revelations:

These down-home gents claim often to be free men before becom-
ing stuck on what they’re free to do and should do and want to do . 
Oh, they think up things that involve actually leaving the porch, such 
as an expedition to a local creek . Yet for every thought of action, 
there is a compelling argument for inaction and its safeness .

Powell’s language throughout You & Me is sharp, precise, and 
unrelenting to produce a mood that carries you along and flat-out 
makes you laugh out loud at the fanciful flights and verbal antics of 
two befuddled guys who seem to ask and ponder universal questions 
and conundrums that, if we’re honest, often perplex us all and leave 
us “confuseder” than we want to be . However, according to these 
dudes, that’s okay in the end because all we really have to do is “live 
until we die .” In the meantime, join up with Powell and the boys and 
at least have a few laughs along the way, whether you stay on the 
porch or not . –Gary Carter
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What are you, we, supposed to do exactly?
Live until we die, without any more pondering 

than a dog, is my guess .
And that is a good guess, but it seems less a 

guess than the natural conclusion every hapless 
human being comes to on his witless own . It’s a 
default position . It supports all dufus behavior .


